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Editing at DAVA– a short history



The Marriage of 
Gustav III (2001) 

Directed by Marcus Olsson
Written by Klas Östergren
Produced by Caisa Westling
Starring: Jonas Karlsson, Iben Hjejle, Magnus Roosmann
Editing: Louise Brattberg

WINNER TV Fiction - Prix Europa 2002



The Marriage of Gustav III 
(2001)

The Materials
• Complete rushes (Betacam tapes)
• Shooting script by Klas Östergren



A Man Called Ove (2015)

Written & Directed by Hannes Holm
From a book by Fredrik Backman
Produced by Caisa Westling
Starring: Rolf Lassgård, Bahar Pars, Filip Berg, 

Ida Engvoll
Editing: Fredrik Morheden

2 Academy Award Nominations 2017 
Best Foreign Film  |  Makeup and Hairstyling



A Man Called Ove (2015)

The Materials
• Complete rushes (Avid project & media)
• Shooting script by Hannes Holm
• Continuity notes, lined script
• Composed music
• VFX shots

To enhance pedagogy, Sylvia spent 
summer of 2020 editing her own version 
of the film. 



The Five Week Process
1. Reviewing materials

• Students work in pairs. 
• Every student receives a copy of the script
• After reading, groups discuss how they respond to the story and 

characters. 
• Groups enter their editing room (AVID) and watch the entire body of filmed 

material.
• While watching rushes and reviewing associated production documents, 

students continually discuss how their understanding of story and 
characters is evolving.
• In consultation with tutor, groups decide on a 10-15 minute sequence they 

wish to edit and present at the end of the course.



• Takes are chosen based on performance
• Takes are laid down in dramaturgical order, respecting the script
• Continuity editing has to wait!
• Assembled takes and scenes are discussed with tutor - what are the 

possibilities? 
• What is the strength and weakness of each scene?
• What dialogue is necessary or superfluous – and why?
• Whose scene is it? What moments and actions create audience 

engagement? 

The Five Week Process
2. Assembly editing



• Groups begin building dramatic scenes.
• The script is put aside – students’ now rely on their familiarity and 

understanding of the filmed material.
• Tutors engage in a discussion about what editing choices tells us 

about the characters motivations. 
• Special attention is paid to how reactions are used, or not used.
• When do we need to see the person speaking? The person listening?

The Five Week Process
3. Rough cutting



• Groups are establishing rhythm and pace - within and across scenes
• Music is introduced and finessed – free choice
• Dialogue editing – mainly within Avid, but ProTools allowed.
• A focus on managing characters’ looks, glances, movements
• Staying ahead of, and surprising, the audience

The Five Week Process
4. Fine cutting



The Five Week Process
5. Final screening

DAVA Cinema Guest assessors:
Director Hannes Holm, editor Fredrik Morheden



• Each group’s sequence is screened in school’s cinema
• Sequence is viewed and discussed by assessors, guests and students:

How effectively does the editing propel the story?
How are the performances shaped in order to create emotion?
How well does editing style suit the story being told?
What is the quality of the technical presentation (image and sound)?

• A constructive and inlusive analysis of groups’ sequences – there is 
not one correct way to edit!

The Five Week Process
5. Final screening



Student editing samples (extracts)

SAMPLE #1 – The Marriage of Gustav III (02:56)
https://vimeo.com/646212114/5ad80f11f3

SAMPLE #2 – A Man Called Ove (02:38)
https://vimeo.com/646211751/a9b9cd547e

https://vimeo.com/646212114/5ad80f11f3
https://vimeo.com/646211751/a9b9cd547e


“Deep end” pedagogical outcomes 1/2

• A heightened awareness that the editor is a lead creative and storyteller on 
a film.
• Establishes that editing requires intense and serious analysis – of 

intentions, ideas and audiovisual information
• Working with professional material drastically increases students’ 

awareness of the entire filmmaking process – prepares them for real-world 
practice. 
• Informs students’ understanding of and appreciation for the work of 

others…
• …while encouraging them to experiment and enhance their colleagues’ 

contributions.



“Deep end” pedagogical outcomes 2/2

• Good organisation is crucial for editing creativity
• Editorial problem-solving relies on having an open, respectful 

discussion in the editing room (with teachers, fellow students and 
people with “fresh eyes”)
• Underscores that editing is re-editing …and further re-editing.
• The importance of breaks – encourages intense work mixed with 

rumination (not all editing happens in cutting room!) 
• Editing requires a creative environment built on curiosity, respect and 

hard work!



Post-course outcomes

• Increases students’ engagement in creative editing processes during production
of final year films.

• The threshold between studying filmmaking and being engaged in the industry is 
lowered, which empowers students’ future ambitions. 

• Practical exposure to feature film editing workflows prepare students for work as 
post and editing assistants.

• Internship periods at leading Swedish post houses often lead to continued
employment.

• Students aiming for a career in other departments gain higher ”editing
awareness” – they collaborate and communicate more efficiently with editors 
and post-production specialists.



Thank you!
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